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This bibliography consists of a selective list of books and articles relating to Sergison Bates. Those books held within the AA Library are indicated with a shelfmark.

Books (Alphabetically by title)

Accommodating change: innovation in housing / edited by Hilary French
London: Circle 33 Housing Group, 2002 ISBN 0951906771 (results of two competitions to design new housing in East London, includes design by Sergison Bates Architects)
AA SHELFMARK: 728.1.036(42) FRE

Anglo files: UK architecture’s rising generation / Lucy Bullivant
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036.5(42) BUL

New vernacular architecture / Vicky Richardson
London: Laurence King, 2001 ISBN 1856692213 (includes Prototype social housing, Stevenage; Architects: Sergison Bates)
AA SHELFMARK: 728.6 RIC

Outside in: London architecture / curated by Peter Allison
Salzburg Pustet, 2000 ISBN 3702504117 (includes work by Sergison Bates Architects)
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(42):92 OUT

AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(42):92SER SER

Sergison Bates / texts by David Chipperfield
2G: revista internacional de arquitectura = international architecture review no.34 2005
Barcelona: G Gili, 2005 ISBN 8425220238
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(42):92SER CHI

Sergison Bates Architects: Brick-work: thinking and making / concept Stephen Bates and Jonathan Sergison
Zurich: ETH, 2005 ISBN 3856761713
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(42):92SER SER
Journal Articles (Chronologically by year and month)

2006

in Architecture d’Aujourd’hui (365) July/August 2006 / p.98-99 (text in French+English)

‘First look: Sergison Bates wins Geneva competition’ (eighteen flats for social housing with a creche on the bottom three floors)
in Building Design no.1727 June 23, 2006 / p.4

‘Sergison Bates Architects Brick-work [exhibition review]’ / article by Edwin Heathcote
in Architects’ Journal, 223 (19) May 18, 2006 / p.46-47

‘Solar Pavilion, Upper Lawn, Wiltshire, UK; Architects for restoration: Sergison Bates Architects’
in A+U: Architecture and Urbanism no.3 (426) March 2006 / p.112-117 (text in Japanese+English)

2005

‘Sergison Bates at work: interview’ / article by Isabel Allen and others
in Architects’ Journal vol.221 no.22 June 9, 2005 / p.31-48

‘Sergison Bates: special issue’ / article by Bruno Krucker and others
in Werk Bauen & Wohnen vol.92/59 no.5 May 2005 / p.2-57 (text in German+English+summaries in French)

‘Room for change: live-work part 2; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’ / article by Ellis Woodman (a family home, including a studio for an artist, consultation space for a therapist, and an occasional venue for an experimental theatre group)
in Building Design no.1664 March 11, 2005 / p.14-17

‘Sergison Bates: special issue’ / article by David Chipperfield and others
in 2G: revista internacional de arquitectura = international architecture review, no.34 (2) 2005 / p.4-143 (text in Spanish+English)
2004

‘No more tabula rasa: progressive architectural practices in England’ / article by Lucy Bullivant (includes Sergison Bates)
in **Harvard Design Magazine (21)** Fall/Winter 2004 / p.35-41

‘Upper Lawn Pavilion; Original Architects: Alison & Peter Smithsn; Architects for Additions: Sergison Bates’ / article by Bruno Krucker
in **Baumeister vol.101 no.10** October 2004 / p.84-89 (text in German+summaries in English)

‘The Paint Factory conversion into housing; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’ / article by Hubertus Adam
in **Archithese vol.34 no.5** September/October 2004 / p.58-61 (text in German)

‘Nathan Way, London; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’
in **Lotus International no.121** September 2004 / p.122-125 (text in Italian+English)

‘Belgian book prize for Sergison Bates’
in **Building Design no.1632** July 2, 2004 / p.4

‘Three classroom buildings in Bedfordshire – Maple Tree, Burgoyne and Sandy Schools; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’
in **A&V Monografias no.107** May/June 2004 / p.96-99 (text in Spanish+English)

‘Les salles de classe du future, Bedfordshire, Royaume-Uni [Classrooms of the future, Bedfordshire, UK]; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’
in **Architecture d’Aujourd’hui no.352** May/June 2004 / p.20-22 (text in French)

‘The Paint Factory, Wandsworth – transformation of a former factory building into studio/office spaces, flats and a doctors’ surgery, along with new build housing; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’
in **Architecture Today no.147** April 2004 / p.52-63
‘Practice profile: Sergison Bates Architects’ / article by Lucy Bullivant  (includes Burgoyne Middle School and Sandy Upper School, Bedfordshire;  Assisted self-build housing, Tilbury;  Housing, studios and offices, Wandsworth, London;  Public house, Walsall, West Midlands (with Caruso St John))
in  Architecutural Design  vol.74  no.2  March/April  2004  /  p.110-117

‘Logements en surelevation, Wandsworth, Londres [Housing, Wandsworth, London]; Architects: Sergison Bates’ / article by Dominique Boudet
in  Moniteur Architecture AMC  no.1412  March 2004  /  p.62-68  (text in French)

2003
‘Upper Lawn Pavilion, Fonthill, Great Britain, 1958-62; Architects: Peter & Alison Smithson’ / article by Peter Smithson, in conversation with Jonathan Sergison and Stephen Bates
in  Lotus International  no.119  December 2003  /  p.58-73  (text in Italian+English)

‘The Smithon’s Solar Pavilion; Architects: Sergison Bates’ / article by Ellis Woodman
in  Building Design  no.1605  December 5, 2003  /  p.10-12

‘Assisted self-build housing, Broadway Estate, Tilbury, Essex; Architects: Sergison Bates’
in  A+T  no.22  Autumn 2003  /  p.42-47  (text in Spanish+English)

‘Assisted self-build housing, Broadway Estate, Tilbury, Essex; Architects: Sergison Bates’
in  AD Profile 164 (Home Front) Architectural Design vol.73  no.4  July/August  2003  /  p.46-47

‘Multiple choice: classroom buildings by Sergison Bates Architects’ / article by Ian Latham and the architects
in  Architecture Today no.139  June 2003  /  p.38-49

‘Rough diamond: Broadway Estate, Tilbury; Architects: Sergison Bates’ / article by Naomi Stungo
in  RIBA Journal  vol.110  no.6  June 2003  /  p.40-46
‘Inner city housing, Bow, London; and Town Centre housing, Wandsworth, London; Architects for both: Sergison Bates Architects’
in  Lotus International  no.117  June 2003   / p. 74-79   (text in Italian+English)

‘Polygonal school annexe, Burgoyne Middle School, Potton, Bedfordshire; Sergison Bates Architects’

‘Urban housing, Hackney; Social housing prototype, Stevenage; Workshop and holiday accommodation, Bridgeport, Dorset; all by Sergison Bates Architects’
in  Lotus International  no.116  March 2003 / p.88-97   (text in Italian+English)

‘Six lessons learnt from Alison & Peter Smithson, by Jonathan Sergison and Stephen Bates’
in  Architecture d’Aujourd’hui  no.344  January/February 2003 / p.74-81   (text in French+English)

‘Feeling at home: Sergison Bates Architects’
in  Scroope: Cambridge Architectural Journal (15)  2003 / p.27-32

2002
‘Any new iron: door furniture by architects Sergison Bates, and Tom Emerson of 6a’ / article by Eleanor Young
in  RIBA Journal  vol.109  no.9  September 2002 / p.72-73

‘A day on the tiles’ / article by Josephine Smith  (appraisal of the William Sutton Trust homes at Great Ashby, Stevenage; Architects: Sergison Bates’
in  Building  vol.267  Homes Supplement  May/June 2002 / p.14-18

‘Urban housing, Bow, London, UK; Architects: Sergison Bates’
in  A+T  no.19  Spring 2002 / p.92-95   (text in Spanish+English)

‘Out of the box’ / article by Kieran Long  (Profiles young British practice Sergison Bates)
in  Building Design  no.1515  January 11, 2002 / p.12-14

‘Housing in Stevenage; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’
in  A & D Architecture & Detail vol.10 no.18  2002 / p.16-21 (text in English+German+French)
2001
‘Wandsworth workshops, London; and Clerkenwell studio building ; Architects for both: Sergison Bates Architects’
in *A+U: Architecture and Urbanism* no.7 (370) July 2001 / p.76-83 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Housing at Shepherdess Walk, London; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’ / article by Brendan Woods and the architects
in *Architecture Today* no.118 May 2001 / p.22-30

‘Premium bond; Architects: Sergison Bates’ / article by Josephine Smit (reinterpretation of the terraced house)
in *Building Homes* no.3 March 2001 / p.26-30

‘Prototype social housing in Stevenage; and Urban housing, Hackney, London; Architects: Sergison Bates’
in *A+T* no.17 2001 / p.28-41 (text in Spanish+English)

2000
‘Double house, Stevenage; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects)
in *A&V Monografias* no.86 November/December 2000 / p.82-85 (text in Spanish+English)

‘Growing up in public; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’ / article by Amanda Birch
in *Building Design* no.1465 November 17, 2000 / p.14-15

‘More tolerance: a public house and housing; Architects: Jonathan Sergison and Stephen Bates’
in *Daidalos* no.75 May 2000 / p.27-37 (text in German+English)

‘Presence and memory: Sergison Bates’ prototype houses’ / article by Hans van der Heijden
‘Seminal Stevenage; Architects: Sergison Bates’ / article by Josephine Smit (a mould-breaking remake of the suburban semi for the William Sutton Trust at Great Ashby, Stevenage, Herts)
in Building Homes no.2 February 2000 / p.28-34

1999
‘High lights; Architects for alterations: Sergison Bates Architects’ / article by Vicky Richardson (refurbishment of a flat on the thirty-fourth floor of Shakespeare Tower, Barbican)
in RIBA Journal vol.106 no.12 interiors supplement, December 1999 / p.22-26

‘Workshop and holiday accommodation, Uploders, Dorset, 1998; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’
in Casabella vol.63 no.672 November 1999 / p.64-67 (text in Italian+English)

‘Reinventing the home: home front - how would British housing estates look if architects designed the buildings?: includes proposal by Sergison Bates Architects’ / article by Doreen Massey
in Blueprint no.159 March 1999 / p.23-27

‘Working with tolerance’ / article by Stephen Bates and Jonathan Sergison
in ARQ: Architectural Research Quarterly vol.3 no.3 1999 / p.220-233

‘Presence sensed: Sergison Bates in Dorset’ / article by Mark Pimlott (a disused dairy converted into two studio workshops and a holiday house)
in Architecture Today no.95 February 1999 / p.20-29

1998/1999
‘Making a public house: Jonathan Sergison and Stephen Bates’

1998
‘Escuela Maternal Montessori en Londres = Montessori Nursery School, London; Extension by Sergison Bates Architects’
in A+T (11) 1998 / p.116-119 (text in Spanish+English)
‘Public house as part of inner city renewal in Walsall; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’
in  Bauwelt vol.89 no.40/41 October 30, 1998 / p.2300-2301 (text in German)

‘Sergison Bates design wins semi prize: the William Sutton Trust’s competition for innovative semi-detached housing’
in  Building Design no.1366 September 25, 1998 / p.6

‘Quiet please; Architects: Sergison Bates Architects’ / article by Naomi Stungo (refurbished 19th century building in Clerkenwell, London, for graphic designers)
in  Blueprint no.150 May 1998 / p.28-30

‘Spirit of collaboration: the Wharf in Walsall; Architects: Caruso St John Architects, and Sergison Bates Architects’ / article by Ian Latham

1997
‘Montessori Nursery School, Maida Vale, London; Architects for extension: Sergison Bates Architects’
in  A+U: Architecture and Urbanism no.12 (327) December 1997 / p.60-67 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Blonde on blonde; Architects: Sergison Bates’ / article by Christoph Grafe (flats in Southwark)
in  RIBA Journal vol.104 no.12 interiors supplement December 1997 / p.26-31

‘Rethinking an English town [Walsall]’ / article by Naomi Stungo (on the self-transformation of the West Midlands town of Walsall, includes project by Sergison Bates)
in  Blueprint (144) November 1997 / p.32-36

‘Lean too; Architects: Sergison Bates’ / article by John Welsh (Windmill Montessori Nursery School extension)
in  RIBA Journal vol.104 no.10 October 1997 / p.54-57
1991
‘Movable fest: the winning pavilions designed for the travelling Eisteddfod festival: First prizewinners: Jonathan Sergison and Stephen Bates’ / article by Kester Rattenbury
in  Building Design  no.1038 June 7, 1991 / p.12

Website
www.sergisonbates.co.uk
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